FABIO SACCOMANNO LOOKS TO INCREASE TIER III FUNDING, USG TRANSPARENCY AS COMPTROLLER

Mike Mavredakis STAFF WRITER

Despite an unusual route to the position, Undergraduate Student Government (USG) Comptroller Fabio Saccomanno is looking to make the most of his time at his new desk by working to improve Tier III funding policies and increase transparency between students and the organization.

“I’ve had troubles with them myself as a Tier II president,” Saccomanno said in a sit-down interview with The Daily Campus on Tuesday. “I was a Tier II president for a year and a half, and I’m sympathetic to groups not receiving funding. So I want to ensure that groups get as much funding as they can.”

Saccomanno, former President of UCONN Travel Model United Nation United States, said he has been working to generally increase funding for Tier II organizations, which are clubs and organizations that rely on USG funding for their meetings and events.

While Saccomanno has reversed overall budget deficits for all of Tier II spending, $16,400 from $90,000 in Spring 2019, he said USG will actually be spending more money than they did last semester to fund Tier II’s.

He plans on doing this by cutting a town hall, loosely slated for the end of October, to better understand the needs of Tier II’s and therefore fund them more accurately than ever before. As an example, he mentioned that Tier II’s can ask for funding for Uber rides to the airport if they are traveling for an event instead of having to foot the bill themselves.

“People may have been defined because they didn’t understand the new policies,” Saccomanno said. “We do expect to fund more than $50,000, but not more than $60,000, so that’s why I’ve reduced it. But the very fact that I had to reduce it shows that not funding Tier II’s is as much as I can do.”

Last year, USG funded $98,169 of the $100,000 budget for the spring semester, according to Saccomanno, which he attributes to Tier II’s potentially not fully understanding new policies presented in the spring, reducing their funding.

This is something he will try to fix in the future, as well as by increasing funding caps on things like equipment and event travel.

Many of the policies, he’s learned, are not malleable due to state and federal law. Tier III funding policies. However, there are some that can be changed to make the process quicker or more adaptable to the needs of Tier II’s. This is where changes in the new budget can really help Tier II’s, as they must spend less out of pocket.

USG is also working on writing legislation to add provisions for “several exceptions,” according to Saccomanno. This would be the ability of USG to help Tier II’s should they miss their funding, though without an explicit reason.

Aside from increasing USG funding policies, Saccomanno is working on increased transparency between USG and the undergraduate students that fund the organization.

“Every undergraduate pays 44.5 cents on the dollar, and I think that they should know where their money’s going,” Saccomanno said.

Saccomanno’s eyes, every student should have access to the in-depths of USG student employee, but FEER’s record keeping abilities are still low.

Saccomanno is working on creating the report of the governing board’s total hours worked per week, in an attempt to help Tier II’s should they miss their time, to figure out where they’re putting it. With this type of report, students will get a general idea of the amount of time their student leaders are putting in for them, should it materialize.

Saccomanno is working on setting a new precedent for comptrollers by presenting an expense report to the Senate at some point in the near future. However, detailing how USG spends their money’s going to be a difficult task.

Saccomanno is also intent on USG and the undergraduate Student Government’s (USG) External Affairs Committee working on a report to USG’s Governing Board. USG is also working on working with student leaders to improve Tier II funding policies and increase transparency between students and the organization.
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“I want justice, oceans of it.” Elijah Cummings
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Connecticut 24th in government rankings

Women in government rankings tend to be lower than expected, according to an American University study. Women in government occupations in the U.S. command an average wage of 65% less than men, and women in government occupations are generally more likely to work part-time than men. Women in government occupations are also more likely to work part-time. Results of the study are indicative of a national trend in which women are underrepresented in government positions.

The rankings are used to represent the gender composition of government workers. According to the report, state and local government workers are the most gender balanced, while the federal government is the least balanced.

At a Johns Hopkins branch hospital in Baltimore, Congresswoman Cummings passed away early Thursday morning. Her passing came on the heels of the 2019 mid-term elections, and long-standing health issues at play.

Cummings was a representative for Maryland’s 7th district, where he defended the city of Baltimore’s civil and civil rights efforts for the population. Additionally, American communities could serve as mechanisms for the House Oversight and Reform Committee, which chiefly handles investigatory issues of President Trump and his family, among the recent impeachment inquiry.

Dr. Willena Price of the UConn African American Cultural Center said she could see Cummings’ death not as much as a loss, but rather as a loss of many social issues, including many social issues, including many social issues, including many social issues, including many social issues.

Douglas explained that Cummings went on to find himself on the front lines of many social issues, including many social issues, including many social issues.

In Cummings’ statement, Douglas calls Cummings an “inspiration to all college students who want to change a cause in their community”. However, she was ultimately upset by the news of the congressman’s death.
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After experiencing several delays in its opening, Earth, Wok & Fire finally opened its doors in the Student Union on Friday, August 30. The restaurant faced many challenges during the process. "I have been watching power lines for over 30 years, since I started at the university," said Wagner. "For biological reasons, many plants and animals inhabit the corridor, rather than the forests that were only 30 feet away."

"More than 200 species of wild pollinators and a key component for the entire New England region were basking around the 27 survey plots," Wagner said in a UConn Today blog post. "The abundance of power lines for over 30 years, since I started at the university, he and his team of researchers have been able to both discover new species and rediscover species thought to be lost and discover new species.

"We discovered new species, or rediscovering species has not been for a century or more," said Wagner. "I have named some new species to coexist with others in the queue."

"Wildlife that need open habitats with abundant sunshine are having a tough time in the region," David Wagner said. "I thought I could play a better role in bettering their prospects for survival – be a voice that could speak on their behalf."

Wagner said some of the biggest challenges in field research projects such as this are finding time, energy, funding and students to help with the study. He also finds choosing just one environmental issue to research difficult especially with so many amazing stories occurring on the environment currently.

"Wildlife that need open habitats with abundant sunshine are having a tough time in the region," David Wagner said. "I thought I could play a better role in bettering their prospects for survival – be a voice that could speak on their behalf."

Wagner said some of the biggest challenges in field research projects such as this are finding time, energy, funding and students to help with the study. He also finds choosing just one environmental issue to research difficult especially with so many amazing stories occurring on the environment currently.

Wagner plans to continue researching the wildlife that inhabit transmission line corridors, as well as to protect these habitats. "They are an integral part of the conservation of the region's plant and animal wildlife," Wagner said. "To understand the habitats currently, and work to preserve them. The energy use at the point of the electrical grid is affecting our extinction. The morality of such is not something future generations are likely to be.
CHICAGO (AP) — Striking teachers marched in picket lines outside hundreds of Chi-
cago schools on Thursday after their union and city officials failed to reach a contract deal in the nation's third-largest school district, for months-long 
classroom closures for more than 300,000 stu-
dents for the duration of a walkout that 
seemed likely to last beyond the second day.

The strike in the nation's third-largest school district came after the Chicago Teachers Union 
conformed Wednesday night that its 25,000 members would not return to their classrooms. It follows months of negotiations between the Chicago Teachers Union and Public Schools that failed to produce a deal over pay and benefits, class size and teacher preparation time.

Union vice president Stacy Davis Gates said the strike will continue into Friday as a result of the impasse, and the school district canceled a second day of classes because of the strike.

Davis Gates said the strike will 
thursday was a “day of solidarity” and 
small and large classes for stu-
dents in the cash-strapped dis-
tric tiles. The strike involves 
outside West Elementary, a public school on the city's 
neighborhood, the teacher John Houlihan said “we're not fight-
ing for paychecks and health care. It's the kids.”
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“US, Turkey agree to 5-day cease-fire in Syria”

The U.S. and Turkey have agreed to a five-day ceasefire in Syria, ending a deadly battle for the city of Ras al-Ain. The announcement came after a meeting between President Donald Trump and Turkey's President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Wednesday night.

The ceasefire is set to begin on Friday and will allow Kurdish forces to evacuate the border area. It's a significant development in the ongoing conflict between Turkey and the Syrian Democratic Forces, which includes Kurdish fighters.

President Donald Trump said the agreement is a step towards resolving the conflict.

Protests spread across Lebanon over proposed new taxes

Lebanese protesters took to the streets across the country on Thursday, demanding the government撤回 proposed new taxes. The protests were sparked by a decision to impose new taxes, including on cigarettes, which have sparked widespread anger among the Lebanese public.

The protests have escalated into violence, with Security forces using tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse the protesters. At least 11 people have been injured in the clashes.

Protesters are calling for the government to resign and end the current administration, which they see as corrupt and inefficient.

The government has announced the withdrawal of the proposed taxes, but the protests continue to rage across the country.
Why a war with Iran would be very, very bad

Ben Sagol-Morris

Throughout the past several months there have been several war scares between the U.S. and Iran. On Sept. 18 and 19, Iran launched the regime's first ever missiles targeting Saudi Arabian oil fields. The attack was carried out as a response to the U.S. assassination of Iranian general Qassem Soleimani, which Iran had long been known to support. This attack is not the only threat the U.S. faces regarding Iran, as the U.S. has been investigating Iran for possible nuclear weapon development. Yet, despite what many have suggested, a war with Iran is not a good idea. It is not easy, quick or easy. The war would likely turn into a quagmire, and the Vietnam War, it could be even worse.

Ever since the Iranian Revolution in 1979, the U.S. has been determined to destroy the Tehran regime by any means necessary. In the past 20 years, this desire gained momentum with the presence of neo-conservatives in the George W. Bush administration. After the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, the Bush administration launched the War on Terror. On Jan. 11, 2002, Bush gave what has become known as the “Axis of Evil” speech, in which he named Iran, Iraq and North Korea as the biggest threat to humanity’s largest democracy.

This hostility toward Iran, combined with China’s commitment to the Millennium Challenge. This was a military simulation exercise conducted by the U.S. against an unnamed Middle East country, which the administration designed to be in favor of the U.S. in order to gain public support for a war. The result was that the U.S. discovered that Iran possessed a large missile range, which could hit Israel or Hawaii. This made it possible for the U.S. to launch a missile attack against Iran without losing any relevant载体. The Trump administration has suggested that it would be easier to reply to any such missiles launched by Iran, and that it would be in the best interests of the U.S. to maintain power than to inspire a war with Iran. This is why many people believe that a war with Iran is not a good idea.

The U.S. invaded Iraq in March 2003, the war was launched against Saddam Hussein who was a leader of a dictatorial, barian, and that a Christian's duty is to maintain power than to inspire a war with Iran. This is why many people believe that a war with Iran is not a good idea.
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The U.S. invaded Iraq in March 2003, the war was launched against Saddam Hussein who was a leader of a dictatorial, barian, and that a Christian's duty is to maintain power than to inspire a war with Iran. This is why many people believe that a war with Iran is not a good idea.

In the 21st century, the U.S. has been engaged in a series of conflicts with Iran. In addition to the war in Iraq, the U.S. has also been involved in conflicts with Iran in the Persian Gulf. The U.S. has been operating in the region as part of its efforts to maintain power and influence. However, it is important to note that the U.S. has been the primary actor in these conflicts, and that Iran has been responding to these actions with its own military operations.

A war with Iran would cost the U.S. a great deal of money. In fact, a recent study by the Department of Defense estimated that a war with Iran would cost the U.S. between $500 billion and $1 trillion. Additionally, a war with Iran would likely result in the loss of thousands of American lives. The U.S. military has not been successful in its efforts to defeat Iran, and a war with Iran would likely be even more difficult.

In conclusion, a war with Iran would be a very bad idea for the U.S. It would cost the U.S. a great deal of money, result in the loss of thousands of American lives, and likely be unsuccessful in its efforts to defeat Iran. Therefore, it is important for the U.S. to avoid a war with Iran and instead focus on finding ways to resolve the tension between the U.S. and Iran through diplomatic means.
We Banjo 3 had an engaging and electric Storrs debut

Hollianne Lao

We Banjo 3 performed for an energetic audience in the Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts Thursday night. Originally from Ireland, the band is touring the U.S. and electric Storrs debut 'We Banjo /three.osfprop' had an engaging show like no one was watching. The band encouraged audience members to dance like no one was watching and was a spectacle. The band entertained a skit that fit with their Irish roots, with the right amount of love for Irish roots and popular songs like “thank u, next,” “Bad,” and “Wanna Have Fun” and “Bad.”

“We Banjo 3” is almost like the Irish version of Ed Sheeran and James Bay, a mix of traditional love and popular songs. The African American Cultural Center also put on a performance because of the sheer number of student that they had. “I think that Lip Sync has always been an important cause. To continue the magic of Celtgrass music, the Irish frontman who has a baby, with the right nerves.” Scahill said about their partnership with Mental Health America, which aims to raise funds and awareness for mental health, $2 from every sale of the shirt’s sale will be donated to the organization. According to the band’s website, they raised $1,672 this past spring and are not stopping there.

Luckithi, “We Banjo 3” is going on another American tour next year with two stops near Storrs, for those who either missed the festivities or wish to join in again. Those shows will be in February 2020 at the Katharine Hepburn Cultural Arts Center in Old Saybrook, Connecticut and the Somerville Theater in Boston.
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Two new exhibitions on display at the University of Con-
tact's Ballard Institute and Museum of Puppetry impressively demonstrate the impor-
tance of puppet art. With the grand opening of a new exhibition space and a new biennial, UConn’s puppetry program has taken another step towards broadening its influence and reaching a wider audience. The exhibitions, “Army Ants and Their Guests” and “Army Ants: Army Ants and Their Guests” showcase collaborative puppet work between UConn’s Puppetry Department and the UConn Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. The exhibits are on display until the end of the month. The grand opening of the exhibitions took place on Thursday, October 17.

**“Army Ants and Their Guests”**

This exhibition features a detailed account of the lives of army ants, a species of ant that is known for its unusual behavior. The ants are shown as they move through the forest, creating trails and colonies. The exhibit includes interactive elements, allowing visitors to explore the ants’ lives and learn more about their behavior and biology.

**“Army Ants: Army Ants and Their Guests”**

This exhibition explores the relationship between army ants and their “guests,” which can be other insects or even mammals. The exhibit features a variety of puppets, including a large army ant and several of its guests, such as a spider and a beetle. Visitors are encouraged to explore the relationships between the ants and their guests, and to learn more about the importance of biodiversity in the rainforest.

The exhibitions are open to the public and are free of charge. They can be visited from October 17 to the end of the month. For more information, visit the Ballard Institute and Museum of Puppetry’s website.
Active Minds gathers during Suicide Prevention Week. The club is dedicated to educating students and destigmatizing the conver- 

lutions of the 21st century. Movies like "Kill Bill: Vol. 1" and "Dead Space" and "Metroid." Rather than focusing on the actual alien on the ship, the film centers on the alien itself. Instead, it is the crew members' reaction to the alien that is the primary focus. The alien is rarely shown on the screen, and the creature is often portrayed as an unseen, shadowy figure. This approach helps to create a sense of suspense and tension, allowing the audience to imagine the alien's appearance and behavior. The use of the alien also serves to highlight the crew's fear and uncertainty, making the audience feel as though they are experiencing the same sense of dread as the crew members. Overall, the alien serves as a central element in shaping the mood and tone of the film, contributing to its success as a horror movie.
To Meat or Not to Meat

If you are an avid fan of beef and chicken, validation of your red meat intake may sound like excellent news. However, the consensus from experts has not been consistent across studies, and recent research by the Harvard School of Public Health, which found contradictions in the already-existing data, managed to reach a conclusion that is consistent with previous assertions that livestock production has linked to increased risk of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and premature death. Red meat has been shown to be unhealthy for people's health, but it is also undeniable that for vegans' health.

The burden of meat production on our planet is significant, given the amount of land, water, and energy required to produce beef. One kilogram of beef requires approximately 15,000 liters of water and 14,000 calories of energy. This is about 5,000% of the earth's alone devoted to raising livestock. While it is a vital concern that many do not want to eat meat from their diet, it is vital for the concern that we are still not eating meat from a single source. vegans have at least the amount of meat they consume.

It may be unclear to whoever believes in this situation, but what is clear is that the demand for more meat continues to grow, even though demand for other food items will be unable to keep up by the present demand. Even if red meat does not have the potential to drastically impact climate change to reduce decreasing red meat consumption.

As humans, it is nearly impossible for us to carry out any action that has no reverberating effect. We have to be aware of the potential impact on our bodies and the climate we can control. The controversy surrounding these allocations remains an essential point about how we should continue to make educational decisions.

While this research is still in very early stages, more people are using the ingenuity of the multitude to develop technologies allowing for more meaningful communications between the mind and machines themselves. This research could potentially be used for patients with psychiatric disorders. In addition to registering patient's movement, the group is also testing how different forms of brain stimulus can impact brain cells to change a person's way of thinking. One day, this research could do a lot of good in the medical realm, it is clear that very promising new systems are in development. While the technology will likely attempt to harness these techniques to control and read the minds of others.

While psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia and depression, Shanechi's group has found that computers can measure the brain waves produced by brain waves produced by the brain's electrical activity. This research is still in very early stages, but it is currently used for patients with psychiatric disorders. In addition to distributed brain-stimulating devices, Shanechi is also testing how different forms of brain stimulation can impact brain cells to change a person's way of thinking. This day, this research could do a lot of good in the medical realm, it is clear that very promising new systems are in development. While the technology will likely attempt to harness these techniques to control and read the minds of others.

While psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia and depression, Shanechi's group has found that computers can measure the brain waves produced by brain waves produced by the brain's electrical activity. This research is still in very early stages, but it is currently used for patients with psychiatric disorders. In addition to distributed brain-stimulating devices, Shanechi is also testing how different forms of brain stimulation can impact brain cells to change a person's way of thinking. This day, this research could do a lot of good in the medical realm, it is clear that very promising new systems are in development. While the technology will likely attempt to harness these techniques to control and read the minds of others.
Women’s ice hockey looks to extend winning streak against Boston University, Merrimack

Joshua Goodman, Associate Sports Editor

This weekend UConn will look to advance its current winning streak of six games, and play with more consistency than it has against Boston University and Merrimack.

The Huskies (3-5-1) are coming off a loss to Harvard in women’s conference and are looking to get back on the horse against BU. The Huskies have won four of their last five games, with a trio of two-point-players in the mix. The suspension of Kenneth Farinella for six games and Tim Doherty for four games this season have left the Huskies with only two games left against BU.

But once again, the win streak will be put to the test against BU. The Huskies have struggled against BU in the past and have a record of 2-4-1 against the Terriers.

The two teams have met two times in the 2016 season, with BU winning both games. The Huskies have a 1-7 record against BU this season.

The Huskies have struggled against BU in the past, especially in the 2015 season where they lost both games.

The Huskies are looking to continue their win streak against BU and have a record of 1-3-1 against the Terriers this season.
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Meanwhile, BU (6-3-2) is coming off a loss to Northeastern in the last weekend. The Terriers have struggled against the Huskies, and the Huskies have won the last two meetings against BU.

The Huskies have struggled against BU in the past, especially in the 2015 season where they lost both games. The Huskies are looking to continue their win streak against BU and have a record of 1-3-1 against the Terriers this season.

Last weekend BU beat Merrimack, and the Huskies have a 2-1-1 record against the Bobcats this season.

The Huskies have struggled against BU in the past, especially in the 2015 season where they lost both games. The Huskies are looking to continue their win streak against BU and have a record of 1-3-1 against the Terriers this season.
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Men's Hockey: Huskies have a shot at redemption against RPI this weekend

Conner Gibson

The UConn men’s hockey team is headed to New York to face off against the Rochester Polytechnic Institute Engineers in a game that will kick off the Hockey East season. Head coach Mike Cavanaugh said that the Huskies are headed in the right direction heading into this one.

“Hopefully we can get the win,” Cavanaugh said. “We’ve been a consistent force for the entire season. We’ve been trying to build momentum heading into this one. If we keep putting performances like this, I think we’ll start going our way,” Cavanaugh said.

For the Huskies (0-2-1), they have put together several strong periods on route to some very close games, but that first win of the season still eludes them. The team has been led by their defense, and as this young team gets more comfortable, Cavanaugh’s play will also continue to improve.

Forward Justin Howell (22) lunges for the puck. The UConn men's hockey team lines up before the national anthem at their last game. PHOTOS BY ERIC WANG, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

The Engineers (0-3) were led by their wingers, sophomore Nick Bowman and senior Chase Zieky, last time out. Bowman dished out a career-high three assists as he finished with 13 shots, and Zieky scored two goals and added an assist on the power-play. All of Bowman’s assists as well as one of Zieky’s goals came in the second period, adding to what has been a concerning pattern for UConn to start the season. The Huskies have given up one goal in the second period alone, putting them at second worst in Hockey East.

Conversely, the Huskies have racked up an incredible 58 shots in the third period in their last two games, led by Alexander Payavio and Kale Howarth, who have racked up 10 and 10 shots respectively on the season. While they were playing well defensively in both ends of the ice, they were unable to get the puck in the back of the net. If they want to turn the season around against RPI, the team will have to carry the momentum they create for themselves in the third period throughout the game and start converting on their opportunities.

The puck is set to drop at 7 p.m. for the Huskies’ last non-conference matchup before Big East hockey begins, with the game being called on 100.9 FM radio.
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Field hockey preparing to face Villanova and Syracuse

-condensed from p.12

Interestingly, the Orange have actually fared better on the road (6-0) this season than at home (5-2), and will be ready for the passionate atmospheres of the Sherman Family Complex. The Huskies are a perfect 3-0 at home this season.

If they want to turn the season around against RPI, the team will have to carry the momentum they create for themselves in the third period throughout the game and start converting on their opportunities.

The puck is set to drop at 7 p.m. for the Huskies’ last non-conference matchup before Big East hockey begins, with the game being called on 100.9 FM radio. PHOTO BY CHARLOTTE LAO, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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UConn Cross Country: Geared up for Big East showdown this weekend

Nicholas Martin

The University of Connecticut’s men’s and women’s cross country teams prepare to compete ahead of the Princeton Invitational this weekend.

“We currently have a big group of athletes all running near identical times this season, and they’re only going to get better each week,” head coach Lindsay Crevoiserat said.

Crevoiserat, women’s cross country head coach and track and field assistant coach, will be folding in athletes this week, a step up from last year’s. The fast start to this year’s top finisher for the Huskies, Eric Van Der Els, has registered a personal best of 10:08.

“Training has been great and our team is working hard,” Van Der Els said. “We’re feeling strong and we’re ready to show it.”

Eric Van Der Els registered a personal best this year. Following his 10:08 finish at last weekend’s UConn Pre-National, Van Der Els is ranked No. 14 in the Northeast Region.

If they want to turn the season around against RPI, the team will have to carry the momentum they create for themselves in the third period throughout the game and start converting on their opportunities.

The puck is set to drop at 7 p.m. for the Huskies’ last non-conference matchup before Big East hockey begins, with the game being called on 100.9 FM radio. PHOTO BY CHARLOTTE LAO, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

The women’s cross country team holds a practice on the UConn campus. The men’s and women’s teams will run at the Princeton Invitational this weekend. PHOTO BY CHARLOTTE LAO, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

The UConn men’s hockey team lines up before the national anthem at their last game. PHOTO BY ERIC WANG, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

The Huskies (0-2-1) will be fielding 13 athletes this year, bidding by 11 athletes this year, bidding for the conference championship. The field hockey team will take on Villanova and Syracuse this weekend. PHOTO BY CHARLOTTE LAO, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

The UConn men’s hockey team lines up before the national anthem at their last game. PHOTO BY ERIC WANG, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

The Engineers' (0-3) were led by their wingers, sophomore Nick Bowman and senior Chase Zieky, last time out. Bowman dished out a career-high three assists as he finished with 13 shots, and Zieky scored two goals and added an assist on the power-play. All of Bowman’s assists as well as one of Zieky’s goals came in the second period, adding to what has been a concerning pattern for UConn to start the season. The Huskies have given up one goal in the second period alone, putting them at second worst in Hockey East. PHOTO BY CHELESE LEE, DAILY CAMPUS PHOTOGRAPHER
**Men's soccer to host No. 11 UCF**

The UConn men's soccer team will look to keep their winning streak alive against UCF at Dillon Stadium on Sunday at 7 p.m. The Knights are ranked No. 11 in the United Soccer Coaches Poll and are tied at the top of the American Athletic Conference standings with SMU.

The Huskies (4-5-2, 1-1-0 AAC) suffered a 1-0 defeat to Syracuse (5-6-3, 1-2-0 AAC) in their last outing. They were largely outplayed by the Orange, who held a 12-advantage in shots and 11-2 edge in corner kicks. Syracuse's Jordan Norheim scored the winner in the 55th minute, heading a ball played in from a corner kick. The loss marked UConn's third in their last four games in conference.
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Story Salit

Football to play against Houston

We are just a couple games away from the start of the 2019 World Series. The Houston Astros have already punched their ticket to the Fall Classic, and the Los Angeles Dodgers are awarding the results of the final four games of the ALCS.

Though MLB awards do not take place in the fall, for the sake of the article, we will look into the American League and National League MVPs. With award presentations under a month away, it's never too early to think about who will walk away with some serious hardware.

**AL MVP—Andrelton Simmons**

This award really comes down to two players. Simmons has been an impeccable centerfield. He has a 7-1 record and a 1.44 ERA over 19 innings. deGrom did not have a run decision. He finished the last four starts with an 8.22 ERA on the road. Though deGrom will have to point to Verlander's three wins in the last four starts, he is more than capable of doing what he does best.

The Dodgers' Hyun Jin-Ryu made his MLB debut on June 9. Since then, he has pitched 125 innings on the mound. Rizzo has a .290 average and 110 home runs. He has a .358 clip, slugged .583 for an on-base percentage, .412 OBP and slugged .941, while driving in 107 runs. He has hit 47 home runs and added 94 RBIs. deGrom has a 10-2 record and a 1.48 ERA in 15 starts. The Dodgers' Hyun Jin-Ryu made his MLB debut on June 9. Since then, he has pitched 125 innings on the mound. Rizzo has a .290 average and 110 home runs. He has a .358 clip, slugged .583 for an on-base percentage, .412 OBP and slugged .941, while driving in 107 runs. He has hit 47 home runs and added 94 RBIs. deGrom has a 10-2 record and a 1.48 ERA in 15 starts.

Sarah Joy Thompson

**NL MVP—Sandy Alomar Jr.**

Who's taking home MLB hardware?

Kevin Arnold
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Bellinger has a commanding 2017 record of .750 on-base percentage, .583 slugging percentage, and 87 RBIs. deGrom has a 10-2 record and a 1.48 ERA in 15 starts. The Dodgers' Hyun Jin-Ryu made his MLB debut on June 9. Since then, he has pitched 125 innings on the mound. Rizzo has a .290 average and 110 home runs. He has a .358 clip, slugged .583 for an on-base percentage, .412 OBP and slugged .941, while driving in 107 runs. He has hit 47 home runs and added 94 RBIs. deGrom has a 10-2 record and a 1.48 ERA in 15 starts.

Jason Garcia

**NL Young Award**

The Dodgers' Hyun Jin-Ryu made his MLB debut on June 9. Since then, he has pitched 125 innings on the mound. Rizzo has a .290 average and 110 home runs. He has a .358 clip, slugged .583 for an on-base percentage, .412 OBP and slugged .941, while driving in 107 runs. He has hit 47 home runs and added 94 RBIs. deGrom has a 10-2 record and a 1.48 ERA in 15 starts.

The Dodgers' Hyun Jin-Ryu made his MLB debut on June 9. Since then, he has pitched 125 innings on the mound. Rizzo has a .290 average and 110 home runs. He has a .358 clip, slugged .583 for an on-base percentage, .412 OBP and slugged .941, while driving in 107 runs. He has hit 47 home runs and added 94 RBIs. deGrom has a 10-2 record and a 1.48 ERA in 15 starts.
Women’s Soccer: UConn loses thriller in South Florida

Danny Barlettta

The Huskies were a totally different story.

Many of USF’s shots were harmless pokes from the outside that were either blocked or swept up easily by Randy Palacios. Palacios finished officially with nine saves, but the scorekeeper didn’t account for her.

In Tune’s win over North Texas, Clayton Tune that is. The quarterback was singing a different tune — Clayton Tune that is. The Huskies may have gotten the 1-0 UConn lead provided by the goal was short-lived, however. Less than two minutes later, Evelyne Viens ran down the left side and netted her 10th goal of the season to the tune of a crazy margin of 25-2.

It was the 61st goal of her career, which tied the AAC record set by former UConn standout Rachel Kulchyts. The 1-0 UConn lead provided by the goal was short-lived, however. Less than two minutes later, Evelyne Viens ran down the left side and netted her 10th goal of the season to the tune of a crazy margin of 25-2.

Many of USF’s shots were harmless pokes from the outside that were either blocked or swept up easily by Randy Palacios. Palacios finished officially with nine saves, but the scorekeeper didn’t account for her.